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107TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Answers to Questions Submitted by Shareholders 

No. Question Answer 

Financial Matters 

1. The impairment of RM176 million due 
to poor performance of the recently 
acquired Sabah estates was one of the 
main reasons for the loss in FY 2019. 
 

What is the reason for such 
impairment and has the Group 
overvalued the said assets? 

The RM176 million impairment was largely in 
respect of our Boustead Pertama and Tawai estates 
in Sabah. 

This impairment is in line with the requirements of 
the accounting standard – MFRS 136 Impairment of 
Assets. 

During the Financial year, the Group has identified 
indications of impairment in some of our 
underperforming cash generating units. 

Based on the assessment, the recoverable amounts 
of these underperforming units were lower than the 
carrying amounts as at 31 December 2019. 

Therefore, an impairment of RM176m was 
recognized to bring the carrying values to the 
recoverable amounts. 

Our auditors, Ernst & Young, have agreed with the 
assessment to provide for impairment losses of 
RM176 million for the financial year ended 2019.  

2. What is the Group’s spending on 
capital expenditure, including the 
initiatives to reduce its estate labour 
requirement? 

Total capital expenditure planned for FY 2020 is 
RM59 million in total, including those for 
mechanisation. 

3. It was mentioned in the CEO 
presentation that the Group made a 
small profit for Q1 2020.  
 
However, in the Bursa Malaysia 
announcement, the Group had 
recorded a loss of RM9.553 million. 
Please clarify. 

For Q1 2020, BPB Group achieved RM1.3 million 
Profit Before Tax (PBT). 

Profit After Tax (PAT) attributable to shareholders 
was a loss of RM9.553 million. 

4. How will the Group address its high 
gearing situation, as interest cost had 
weighed down profitability for the last 
few quarters? 
 
Will the Group face any cash liquidity 
risk going forward? 

We acknowledge that the finance cost and loan 
repayment is an issue. 

We are currently working on refinancing some of 
the borrowings in order to reduce the financial 
burden of the Group. 
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We have embarked on the Transformation 
Programme to improve productivity and yield and 
reduce the cost of production for the Group. 

Operational Matters 

5. What is the Group’s current 
arrangement with workers unions for 
Peninsular and Sabah? 
 

Will any foreseeable revision thereof 
affect the Group’s profitability for FY 
2020? 

There is no workers union in Sabah. 

 

For worker remuneration, the Group adhere to the 
existing MAPA/NUPW Agreement model, with 
modifications to tailor for Sabah-specific situations. 

 

The impact of revision to any collective agreement 
with the unions are normally not material to the 
financials of the Group. 

6. Considering the current CPO prices, 
what is the Group’s financial outlook 
and profitability forecast for FY 2020, 
as the Group cope with revenue 
shortage, increasing operational cost 
and decreasing crop trend? 

The Group’s result for 2020 is dependent on 
multitude of factors, of which many are outside the 
Management's control. 

 

Our Transformation Programme as announced by 
the CEO is meant to address the current 
shortcomings faced by the Group to improve our 
results. 

7. The Group's Sarawak operation has 
been plagued with native land disputes 
for years. 

Despite the ongoing efforts, the issue 
appears to remain unresolved. 

 

Please clarify on the latest 
development on this matter. 

The situation with the natives in Sarawak has 
improved but the agronomic challenges affecting 
yield still remain. 

8. The Group’s palm age profile for FY 
2019 was skewed towards Past Prime 
palms at 41% of planted areas, as 
compared to 19% in FY 2016.  

 

How will the Group address its issue on 
aging palms through its replanting 
programme? 

 

We have recently developed a replanting blueprint 
which guides all our future replanting programmes. 

 

We stand guided by our in-house research company 
on the planting materials used for our replanting 
programme. 
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Will the Group consider high yielding 
planting materials for its replanting 
programme? 

9. In the past few years, the Group was 
able to mitigate its lower plantation 
profits by selling prime plantation 
lands to property developers. 

With the current challenging 
environment for the property sector, is 
the Group planning to monetise any of 
its landbank in the near future? 

There is no immediate plan to monetize any more 
assets because our assets are producing good yield 
and we need the crops to run the mill profitably. 

However, having said that, we will still take the 
opportunity if the estates are property potential 
then we may exercise that option. 

But that does not mean that we will exercise that 
option by not buying more profitable estates. 

 

10. Does the Group have plans for 
investment in research and 
development (R&D), especially for 
tissue cloning technology for high yield 
planting materials and improvement in 
oil extraction rate? 

 

BPB Group is strongly focused on research & 
development (R&D) to drive the business forward. 
This is achieved through our associate company, 
Applied Agricultural Resources Sdn Bhd (AAR) to 
improve productivity by adopting best practices 
coupled with new technologies and innovations.  

 

Current Issue: COVID-19 Pandemic 

11. Were the Group’s estate and mill 
operations affected by the Movement 
Control Order between 18 March 2020 
and 24 June 2020? 

No estate or mill was shut down even though there 
were some restrictions in the operating hours of 
some of our mills in Sabah. 

12. Acute shortage of harvesters had been 
mentioned as one of the key 
operational challenges in all 3 
plantation segments (Peninsular, 
Sabah and Sarawak), with the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic aggravating the 
issue. 

What is the Group's near-term and 
long-term strategies in addressing this 
issue? 

How will the Group cope with the 
negative impacts of the COVID-19 to 
the market and its operation going 
forward? 

With the Group expected to be 
affected by the MCO in term of 
depressed earnings, will the Group 
resort to retrenchment and/or pay 
cut? 

We are still unsure of the full impact of the COVID-
19 to our operation.  

The movement control order (MCO) imposed by the 
Government has affected labour and input 
availability and supply chains and has disrupted 
operations of plantations and mills. 

We are currently managing the resource shortage 
by prioritising our efforts towards FFB harvesting 
and collection, and manuring. We are redeploying 
general workers from upkeep to harvesting 
operations once they are equipped with the 
appropriate training. The shortfall of manpower for 
upkeep works is being compensated by engaging 
private contractors to carry out field works such as 
circle spraying and palm sanitation. 
 
Nonetheless, in anticipation of uncertainty and a 
challenging period ahead, the Group has taken 
proactive steps to manage the risks. One of the 
main focus to mitigating the risk of lower 
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production output is to continue managing the 
costs by rationalising the replanting programme and 
other capital expenditures to manage the spending 
and maximising utilisation of existing resources.  
 
Group is also re-strategizing the plantation 
operations and continuing to operate efficiently by 
improving yield and generating higher profits. 
 

AGM Administrative Matters 

13. The live stream for the Annual General 
Meeting seemed to have some visual 
and audio issues, as well as timing issue 
in starting the session. 

As this is Boustead Plantations Berhad’s first fully 
virtual AGM, we apologise for the technical glitches 
before and during the AGM. We truly value your 
feedback for improvement moving forward. 

14. How much did the Group spent for 
holding this AGM virtually, and what is 
the benefit as compared to traditional 
physical AGM? 

In addition to the need to comply with the 
Government’s Recovery Movement Control Order 
(RMCO) guidelines of social distancing and not 
having mass gatherings, a virtual AGM is much more 
cost effective as it enable full shareholder 
participation, even from remote locations.  

15. Will the Group revert to physical AGM 
for the subsequent years, even after 
Movement Control Order being lifted? 

We are still evaluating the options and will cross the 
bridge when the time comes.  

16. How much were directors 
compensated for attending the virtual 
AGM? 

Directors fees are as approved at the AGM. 

17. Please consider providing e-vouchers 
for shareholders and proxies that had 
attended the AGM live stream and 
remote voting. 

We have announced in our AGM Administrative 
Guide that we are not issuing any voucher for this 
AGM. 

Dividends Policy and Shareholding Matters 

18. What is the Group’s dividend policy 
and expectation for FY 2020? 

We remain committed to deliver value to our 
shareholders. 

 

However, distribution for FY2020 will depend on the 
Group’s profitability and cash flow position. 

19. Will the Group undertake any rights 
issue in the near future? 

There is no immediate plan for any rights issue but 
we are not discounting the possibility of such an 
exercise in the future. 
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Other Matters 

20. How will the potential proposed 
privatisation of Boustead Holdings by 
LTAT affects Boustead Plantations 
strategy and operation? 

BPB is not privy to the decisions taken by our 
shareholders. 

21. It is intriguing to note that quite a few 
Directors had decided to withdraw, 
despite having offered themselves for 
re-election earlier. 

We respect the decision of the Directors to retire to 
pursue other interests. 

22. One of the initiatives under the 
Transformation Programme is to 
transform all mills into profit centres. 
This is a much-welcomed initiative. 

 

Please consider disclosing the 
profitability of the milling segment in 
the future quarterly and annual 
reports. 

We will take the suggestion under consideration. 

23. In the spirit of transparency, please 
make available your presentation 
materials to shareholders. 

We will take the suggestion under consideration. 

 


